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15 [0004] Many methods and systems have been developed over the years to prevent or detect Internet fraud. Today,

to gain consumer confidence and prevent revenue loss, a website operator or merchant desires an accurate and

trustworthy way of detecting possible Internet fraud. Merely asking for the user name, address, phone number, and

e-mail address will not suffice to detect and determine a probable fraudulent trans action because such information

can be altered, manipulated, fraudulently obtained, or sirnply false.

20 [0005] Typically, an Internet user who accesses a website for obtaining a service, product, or information, not only

enters personal information as mentioned above, but is also requested to provide a credit card account nurnber,

expiration date, and billing address. An online criminal seeking to obtain goods, services, or access to information

(text and/or visuals over the Internet) commonly uses someone else's credit card information to obtain the services

or products during the trans action. To prevent such occurrences, websites, via credit card companies and banks,

25 often check to see ifthe address on the order corresponds or matches the address for the credit card owner.

Although billing and shipping addresses can differ, such as when someone purchases a gift for another, it is a factor

to consider in the verification process. Additionally, merchants utilize phone number matehing between that ofthe

Internet order and the credit card company database. Another commonly used technique for order verification is e

mail address verification where the website operator sends a message to the user e-mail address asking the customer

30 to confirm the order prior to executing the same. Yet, online thieves frequently use email addresses from large

portal sites that offer free e-mail accounts, These e-mail addresses are easily disposable and rnake it harder for the

website operator to identify the fraudulent customer before executing the trans action.

[0006] More sopbisticated websites now capture a variety of parameters from the user known as Common

Gateway Interface parameters (CGI parameters). These parameters commonly inc1ude non-personal information

35 such as a user Internet Protocol Address (IP Address). Every computer connected to the Internet is assigned a

unique number known as its Internet Protocol (IP) Address. Much like a phone number in ahorne or office, an IP

address can be used to identify the specific user or at least the particular computer used for an Internet transaction.

In addition, since these numbers are usually assigned in country-based blocks, an IP address can often be used to

identify the country from which a computer is connected to the Internet. Yet, IP addresses can change regularly if a

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0002] The invention relates to Internet purchasing or e-tail transactions and specifically to detecting fraud in such

transactions when ordering products, services, or downloading information over the Internet.

10 [0003] There is a continuing need to develop techniques, devices, and programs to detect and prevent Internet

fraud. The invention provides a method and a system for detecting and preventing Internet fraud by utilizing and

analyzing a number ofparameters to uniquely identify a customer and a potential fraudulent Internet-based

trans action.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part application ofU.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/791,439 filed

5 on March 2, 2004, and this application also claims the benefit of priority to D.S. Provisional Patent Application

Serial No. 60/694,768 filed June 27, 2005, which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IDENTIFYING USERS AND DETECTING FRAUD

BY USE OF THE INTERNET
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cancel the transaction, pursue legal action, seek further verification, or the like. By using information relating to the

first transaction, such as the IP address andlor Browser ID, and combining it with the delta oftime parameter, as

detailed herein, the website host can more accurately preventively track fraudulent users online by comparing

computer identifiers to each other. In so doing, an integrated fraud prevention system is provided which allows the

35 website host, merchant, or the like, to accurately and efficiently deterrnine the validity or fraudulent quality of a

transaction sought to be transacted over the Internet.

[0010] Accordingly, the invention provides a method and system for improving fraud detection in connection with

Internet transactions. Various embodiments ofthe invention utilize existing tecbnological capabilities to prevent

online thieves from making second fraudulent transactions.

40 [0011] Another aspect ofthe invention provides methods and systems for detecting and preventing Internet fraud

comrnitted as a result of "scams" or deceptive practices developed to acquire personal, confidential and/or financial

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] In accordance with the invention, a method and system is provided for detecting potentially fraudulent

transactions over the Internet. The method and system comprises obtaining information relating to the transaction

from the consumer and combining this information with a unit corresponding to the change oftime, adelta oftime

parameter, to create a unique computer identifier. If a future transaction involves an identical computer identifier, as

30 described below, which was previously engaged in a fraudulent transaction, the website operator can choose to

25

user t!:öIl'necfsto t'h!;:'1l'it'etlret'vla'a"tlTal"urn~Ofinection or reboots their computer. Online thieves also have ways of

scrambling their IP addresses or adopting another IP address to make it nearly impossible for the website operator to

identify the true user. Thus, websites typically use an IP address plus a further non-personal identifier such as a

Browser ID (or user agent), a cookie, andlor a registration ID to try to identify a unique user and to prevent fraud in

5 a second trans action.

[0007] A Browser ID provides the website operator with a wealth of information ab out the user such as the

software being used to browse or surf the Internet. Additionally, the Browser ID includes information about the user

computer operating system, its current version, its Internet browser and the language. Thus, the Browser ID has

valuable information for identifying a unique user. The Browser ID may also have more detailed information such

10 as the type of content the user can receive; for example, this lets the website operator know if the user can run

applications in FLASH-animation, open a PDF-file, or access a Microsoft Excel document. Yet, Browser IDs from

different computers can be similar, as there are so many Internet users and thus many have similar computers with

the same capabilities, programs, web browsers, operating systems, and other information. A cookie refers to a piece

ofinformation sent from the web server to the user web browser which is saved on the resident browser software.

15 Cookies rnight contain specific information such as login or registration information, online 'shopping cart'

information, user preferences, etc. But cookies can easily be deleted by the computer user, by the browser, or turned

off completely so that the server cannot save information on the browser software. Thus, cookies alone cannot serve

as a unique identifier to thwart an Internet thief.

[0008] Accordingly, what is needed is a method and system that overcomes the problems associated with a typical

20 verification and fraud prevention system for Internet transactions particularly in the purchasing of services, products,

or information by uniquely identifying each consumer. Then, when that consumer seeks a second fraudulent

purchase, the website operator will detect the same and block the order or, at least, obtain more information to

ensure the order is legitimate. The system should be easily implemented within the existing environment and should

be adaptable and compatible with existing technology,
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

25 [0014] FIG. 1 is achart that illustrates the versatility and accuracy ofthe invention in weeding out possible

fraudulent online transactions.

[0015] FIG. 2 describes a connection between a customer computer and a merchant website server whereby each

device maintains respective times according to a resident clock.

[0016] FIG. 3 is an index of different Time Zones around the world.

30 [0017] FIG.4 is a flowchart describing an embodiment ofthe invention thatprovides a customer computer

identifier.

[0018] FIG. 5 describes components of a customer computer identifier provided in accordance with the invention.

[0019] FIG. 6 illustrates a comparison of computer identifiers that provides a matehing parameter for consideration

by an onlinemerchant.

35 [0020] FIG. 7 shows various components and parameters that may comprise a user computer identifier in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

[0021] FIG. 8 depicts the comparison between multiple computer identifiers to provide a matehing parameter that

can be compared against a preselected matehing value.

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE

[0013] All publications and patent applications mentioned in this specification are herein incorporated by reference

to the same extent as if each individual publication or patent application was specifically and individually indicated

to be incorporated by reference.

20

i.n:fOrhia'trtlll~' Theh~o'fic~pts"'MtM;;hl1erifi6rl'&~scribedabovemay be characterized as "fingerprinting" techniques

and methods to identify and/or prevent fraud involving information obtained through Internet scams. These unlawful

practices will1ikely continue as new techniques are developed in addition to schemes already known to those in

field today such as phishing, pharrning, spoofing, session cloning and other deceptive practices. It shall be

5 understood that the clock based or delta of time parameters provided herein can be used within the scope of the

invention either alone or together with other known or future developed fraud parameters in the fight against online

fraud and Internet scams. The various methods and systemsprovided in accordance with the invention offer

improved and enhanced fraud detection and/or prevention solutions for e-commerce and Internet based transactions.

These solutions provide a degree of invisibility to users and fraudsters alike and do not require any or all of the

10 following: user interaction (less likelihood for mistakes or carelessness), opt-in (no adoption issues and full coverage

of anti-fraud measures can be provided), change in customer behavior (no confusion as to what actions need be

taken or avoided), downloads or cookies (no cornpatibilityissues with user computers or browsers). Moreover,

these Internet based solutions generate low false-positives and false negatives so as to minimize loss ofbusiness for

mistakenly turning down legitimate transactions and successfully rejecting transactions that are fraudulent. The

15 invention can incorporate a type oflink analysis on user information from compromised accounts to identify a

fraudster and/or the computer used to conduct fraudulent transactions online.

[0012] The features and advantages to various aspects ofthe invention are readily apparent from the following

detailed description ofthe best mode for carrying out the invention when taken in connection with the

accompanying chart and other portions of the specification and figures herein.
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[0022] The present invention relates to a method and system for detecting potentially fraudulent transactions over

the Intemet. Various modifications to the preferred embodiment will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art

5 and the general principles herein may be applied to other embodiments. The present invention is not intended to be

limited to the embodiment shown but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and features

described herein. It is to be understood that the website, its host, or operator does not have to be a merchant of

goods.

[0023] The present invention provides a ftaud prevention system for online transactions by uniquely identifying a

10 customer based on a number of parameters at least one of which is adelta of time parameter and another of which is

another Internet related parameter, preferably the Browser ID of a computer.

[0024] Referring to the ehart shown in FIG. 1, what is shown is aseries oftypical transactions on the Internet

between a merchant and several customers. Each customer establishes a connection between his computer and the

merchant's website. Upon making this connection, the merchant's website receives some non-personal identification

15 information from the customer. This non-personal information typically includes Common Gateway Interface

(CGI) parameters such as the eustomer's Internet Protocol (IP) Address and the eomputer's Browser ID. While

"hackers" ean change, disguise, andlor emulate the IP address to mask a ftaudulent transaction, most do not now

have the capability nor the idea to do the same for the Browser ID. While some "hackers" can change the Browser

ID, it is not a trivial tool and if one needs to change it all the time it is not allowing those thieves to easily steal,

20 henee, they are likely to go to a site that does not check Browser IDs. In a typical embodiment, when the customer

decides to purehase services, goods, or information from the website, the customer must input additional and more

personal information. This personal identification information may commonly include the customer's name,

address, billing and shipping information, phone number, andlor e-mail address. A key feature ofthe present

invention is that the website server also captures the local time ofthe customer's computer, typically through a

25 program such as Javaseript, as weIl as the local time of'the server's computer. The server then calculates the time

difference (or delta oftime) between the customer's computer clock and the server's computer clock. This can be

recorded in any desired format such as hours, minutes, seconds, or the like, but corresponds to adelta of time

parameter. The delta of time parameter, the non-personal information, including but not limited to the preferred

usage ofthe Browser ID, andlor the personal information are stored by the merchant and used to uniquely identify

30 the customer.

[0025] As shown in FIG. 2, a conneetion may be established between a customer computer 12 and a merchant

website server 14. Upon making the online connection, various information is transmitted by the customer

computer 12 that may operate as a unique user and/or computer identifier. This information may include personal

information specific to the customer, non-personal information corresponding to the eustomer computer, and the

35 local time according to the customer computer. The merchant website can receive non-personal customer

information including CGI parameters such as the customers IP address and computer Browser ID. The customer

can further input personal information when making a purehase from the website including a customer name,

address, bi1ling and shipping information, phone number, and/or e-mail address(es). Inaccordance with this

embodiment ofthe invention, the relative customer computer local time according to its resident clock may be

40 captured, typically through a program such as Javascript or any other time indicator employed by

telecommunications and networking systems such as timestamps within transmitted data packets (e.g., TCP

timestamps in packets within a data stream wherein each packet includes a header portion containing a 32-bit
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